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Abstracct
Thhe world’s coaastal zones aree due to a higgh population and a high cooncentration onn material asssets
am
mong the mostt vulnerable areas
a
in the world
w
to a, thro
ough climate change altered, sea-level riise.
Too better proteect these poteential endanggered areas vulnerability
v
a
assessments
aare necessary to
evaluate the pottential risks, impacts and costs
c
of climaate change. Inn this work thhe DIVA mo
odel
verrsion 2.0.2 was applied to indentify the potential costs of sea-leveel rise under ddifferent climaatic
and socio-econoomic scenarioos. The DIVA
A runs were made
m
for Germ
many, the Nethherlands and the
Unnited Kingdom
m with the IPC
CC SRES scennarios A1FI, A2
A and B2. The
T results outtline the need for
adaptation undeer all three sccenarios withh highest valu
ues in the A1FI and the loowest in the B2
sceenario. They clearly show
w that the coosts will rapiidly increase at least afteer 2070 without
adaptation. The results also outline the hugge benefit of proactive
p
adapptation comparred with reacttive
adaptation. Evenn if the DIVA
A model is a global modell the results are
a in a logicaal context to the
phhysical and socio-economic conditions of the countriees and scenarios applied annd provide useeful
inssights on the vulnerability
v
f long-term coastal
for
c
manag
gement even on
o smaller scaales.
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Inttroduction

The coasstal zones coontain a largge part of thee world’s population. Daaschkeit and Sterr (2003)) indicate
that arouund 50 % of the world’s population lives
l
within 50
5 km of thee shoreline. T
These areas also
a have
a high cooncentrationn on material assets with large socio-eeconomic rellevance. Theerefore and due
d to an,
through climate channge altered, sea-level
s
risee the coastal regions are among the m
most vulneraable areas
r indicate that
t it possibbly could risee between 0.55 m and
in the woorld. New esstimates abouut sea-level rise
1.40 m until 2100 (Rahmstorff et al. 20077). To betteer protect thhese potentiial endangerred areas
ments are neecessary to evaluate
e
the potential rissks, impacts and costs of
o climate
vulnerabbility assessm
change. Until now there
t
are num
merous conccepts of vuln
nerability asssessments aavailable but they are
s
and doo not take innto account the
t dynamic feedback beetween varioous coastal processes,
p
mostly static
their soccio-economicc consequencces as well ass the way hu
umans responnd in form off adaptation. They are
also mosstly performeed to inform local and naational decisiion-makers rather
r
than too provide com
mparable
data for regional annd global puurposes. Thee relatively new DIVA model addrresses some of these
d
tooll to assess th
he vulnerabillity on differrent scales taaking into
limitatioons as it is a global and dynamic
account adaptation.
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Meethodology

In this work
w
the DIV
VA (Dynamiic Interactivee Vulnerabiliity Assessmeent) global im
mpact and adaptation
model version
v
2.0.22 was applied. This moddel is part of
o the DIVA
A tool which consists off a global
coastal database,
d
thee integrated model (figuure 1) and a graphical user
u
interfacce. The DIV
VA model
consists of various modules
m
whicch provide knowledge
k
ab
bout the coastal sub-systtems. They are
a linked
o
as well as to the dattabase.
to each other
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the DIVA model

The cases in DIVA are a combination of the selected SRES based scenarios (A1FI, A2 and B2) in land
use, population and economic concerns, the climate scenario, the input data and the selected
adaptation option. Next to the three SRES scenarios three different adaptation options have been
applied: Costs-benefit-analyse based adaptation, full adaptation and no adaptation.
Within this work the following output parameter are used:
1. Total costs compounded of total adaptation costs and total residual damage costs.
2. Total adaptation costs compounded of sea-and river dike costs, and costs for beach-, wetland-, and
tidal basin nourishment.
3. Total residual damage costs compounded of costs for land loss, migration, salinity intrusion as
well as sea- and river floods.
4. Number of people actually endangered by flooding.
These output parameters were applied for Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom and for
a time frame from 2000 until 2100.
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Results

The results clearly show that without any adaptation the costs and the number of people at risk will
increase rapidly at least after 2070 (figure 2). This applies for all countries and in all scenarios. With
adaptation however the damage costs and the number of people at risk will decrease significantly. The
two adaptation scenarios are used as a proactive adaptation option and the no adaptation scenario as a
reactive adaptation option. The results show the benefit of proactive adaptation versus reactive
adaptation (figure 3).

Fig. 2: Trends of total costs in Germany in A1FI

Fig. 3: Proactive versus reactive adaptation
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The main trends between the scenarios are nearly the same but the costs will be highest in the A1FI
scenario and lowest in the B2 scenario. The main contributors to the damage costs are salinity
intrusion into deltas and estuaries, sea flood costs and within the no adaptation scenario migration
costs. The main contributors to the adaptation costs are sea dike costs, beach and tidal basin
nourishment. The percentage distribution of the contributors is extremely different between the
countries reflecting the different physical conditions and main hazards.
The A2 scenario is not the most vulnerable scenario for the three countries studied in this thesis
despite its high population growth because these countries have a declining population.
The most vulnerable country in this work based on size, population and GDP compared to the costs is
the Netherlands followed by the UK and lastly Germany.
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Discussion and conclusion

The results reflect how the projected future the socio-economic- and the climatic development in the
countries together with climate change contribute to the impacts to climate change. They outline the
large impact of different socio-economic developments and show that the impacts of sea-level rise are
only detectable after 2030. The results also show that even if a country have a high adaptive capacity
like all three countries used in this work the protection level will fall over time if they are not adjusted
to climate change which will lead to an increase of impacts and costs.
For the interpretation of the DIVA results there are three key limitations to be aware of. Firstly, the
DIVA model is a global model. Due to a spacious data resolution DIVA is not suitable to be used on
smaller scales than on country level. Secondly, there are more adaptation options available than
implemented in DIVA and thirdly, the assessment of DIVA is limited because it only represents a subset of possible impacts. Besides these limitations the results are in a logical context to the physical and
socio-economic conditions of the countries and scenarios applied and yield information about the
nature of the most serious impacts, about the possible affected land area, and about the number of
people at risk as well as about vulnerable hotspots.
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